Cloud-nimble: Step 1 for upstream oil and gas businesses

This is the first in a series of advisories for the upstream oil and gas industry.
The drive to transform quickly—to be nimble—is not just for playtime. The extreme pressures that the upstream oil and gas industry has experienced in recent years has driven companies to seek nimbleness in their enterprises. Price volatility, exponential data growth, and major shifts in the composition of the workforce are driving companies to be lean, efficient, responsive, and proactive in the marketplace. The 4th Industrial Revolution\(^1\) is also creating digital disruptions that include artificial intelligence, robotics, the Internet of Things, and virtual/augmented reality. These changes are ushering in technology and data opportunities at an unprecedented pace.

Enter the cloud, offering companies a foundation for flexibility in a rapidly evolving industry environment. It is the LEGO base for the upstream oil and gas industry—the platform upon which companies can extract amazing value from their businesses and then quickly transform as the world changes.

The industry has a history of courageous first moves: The first oil well in 1859\(^2\), offshore drilling in the late 1800s\(^3\), the introduction of wireline logs in the 1920s\(^4\), advanced subsurface software applications in the 1980s\(^6\), and the past decade’s rapidly improving unconventional recovery methods\(^7\)– the relationship between global supply and demand has required continuous step change.

As the industry moves ahead, cloud adoption is essential to take advantage of the next wave of innovation. This journey starts with migrating to the cloud with ongoing operations driven by business opportunity, integrated workflows, personas, and data. The goal is to orchestrate smooth operation after cloud adoption and positions a company to become more integrated and automated.

Data is key to a cloud-nimble approach. Many upstream businesses are fortunate to have access to rich historical data assets. For example, in the 1970s, a company in the North Sea began producing a reservoir that was estimated to have 800 million barrels of recoverable reserves.\(^8\) By the late 1990s, the company had accrued large volumes of data from decades of drilling wells and producing the field in the form of wireline logs, mud logs, core samples and reprocessed seismic. This allowed them to conduct more detailed analysis, resulting in identifying an estimated additional 160 million barrels of recoverable reserves. How did they find these reserves? From the additional knowledge of the reservoir and the nearby pockets and traps that were detected in the subsequent and ongoing forensic examination of all the available historical and contemporary data.

This is a great example of infrastructure-led exploration (ILX) and of the rich pools of information and value that companies can detect and derive from their data stores. Cloud technologies offer a robust backdrop—a foundation, if you will—enabling upstream asset teams to exploit rich data assets at a scale and pace previously untenable.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1859</th>
<th>1900's</th>
<th>1980s</th>
<th>-2010s</th>
<th>Today</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First of well(^2)</td>
<td><strong>1990’s</strong></td>
<td>First Integrated Subsurface Databases(^4)</td>
<td>Shale Plays and Unconventional “Factory” Drilling(^7)</td>
<td>4th Industrial Revolution(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Offshore Oil Well(^2)</td>
<td><strong>1900’s</strong></td>
<td>Hydraulic Fracturing Begins(^1)</td>
<td><strong>1900’s</strong></td>
<td><strong>Today</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Wireline Log(^4)</td>
<td><strong>1900’s</strong></td>
<td><strong>1900’s</strong></td>
<td><strong>1900’s</strong></td>
<td><strong>Today</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1850’s</strong></td>
<td><strong>1900’s</strong></td>
<td><strong>1980s</strong></td>
<td><strong>-2010s</strong></td>
<td><strong>Today</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Drivers for big thinking

How can these foundational capabilities help companies respond to the complex challenges they experience today in areas like information access, logistics, situational awareness, aging assets, price volatility, and safety? Companies must think big to find the right solutions. Here are some drivers that can help companies envision the future they will build:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational drivers:</th>
<th>Why is this needed now?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What if employees of an oil and gas business could easily search, find, and implicitly trust and use their target data within minutes instead of days or hours?</td>
<td>Data is exploding, but decision-making requires rapid quality decision support. Many asset teams are managing thousands of wells. Data volumes are growing exponentially. Data in silos is thwarting optimization potential like never before.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data quality is at risk. As volumes explode and data types expand, the ability to maintain data quality becomes a compounding challenge.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What if real-time visibility offered situational awareness of people, operations, weather, geopolitical activity, traffic (air, land and sea) and other risks?</td>
<td>Risks are significant. Health, safety and environment concerns compound with exposure to remote and harsh environments, deeper water, deeper wells, aging equipment and facilities, environmental, geopolitical and economic sensitivities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What if evaluating a well log could take seconds instead of days?</td>
<td>Many companies are sitting on difficult-to-access unstructured data or paper-based treasures. Unconventional recovery means that historic well logs or seismic surveys from mature fields can be highly valuable assets. Aging electronic media and physical warehouses hold deteriorating content that can hold rich data stores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What if the day-to-day decisions and tasks of geoscientists, reservoir engineers or production engineers could be performed on-the-go using portable devices instead of large workstations?</td>
<td>Legacy applications are reaching their end-of-life. Older platforms do not enable the integration to, or optimization of, cloud-native platforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What if mobility, wearables, data integration and connectedness could deliver decision support, training, video collaboration, and visualization, to people wherever they are in the office, field or the globe? Artificial Intelligence, multi-tasking and instantaneous access to job support from anywhere is becoming the new norm. What if graphics-intensive 3D applications could be used easily from anywhere on low-end devices?</td>
<td>Demographic shifts are continuing to impact the workforce. Senior mentors and sages have been retiring or transitioning to advisory roles. Those entering the workforce require decision support, virtual mentoring and learning at the point of need. They bring an expectation of new digital interfaces and rapid information access. Some retirees are offering expertise as contractors, but they may require that they work from their own locations on their devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What if companies could be supremely nimble with their information and data assets? They could rapidly acquire, divest, grow and evolve to adapt to market dynamics.</td>
<td>Market realities have set in. The industry continues to see price concerns. Price volatility and a ‘lower for longer’ assumption have set in as a new normal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Being cloud-nimble

One of the biggest questions that confronts exploration and production companies is how to proceed with cloud adoption. Traditionally, enterprise migrations are viewed as an IT-driven 'lift and shift' exercise, perhaps by moving one application suite at a time. The company adopts an approach and the business organizations and processes adapt accordingly. However, there is no one-size-fits-all approach to moving and managing a business through a cloud migration. This can disrupt cross-functional workflows and user experience and generally cause havoc.

Common concerns about cloud adoption include data security, the ability to handle large data volumes, the protection of intellectual property, network latency, the complexities of cloud agreements and whether legacy software and technologies will operate on a new platform. Even when these concerns are addressed satisfactorily, the oil and gas industry itself generates further complexity. There can be jurisdictional requirements mandating that data reside in a certain country. Or applications that are standard in an enterprise may have local instances in geographic assets running different versions or with local extensions or customizations. Or specialized systems may have been adopted in some local assets and not others.

How does a company beset with these and other challenges become cloud-nimble?

Two guiding principles can be used to aid in cloud-nimble adoption:

Drive adoptions with a focus on personas and their experiences, including the data and workflows that must support them:

The business organization and domain expertise must be involved in planning. An effective approach is to define comprehensive cloud adoption ‘portfolios’ that are a functioning set of domain workflows tied to user groups and work practices (including the personas and user experiences that must be supported), applications, interfaces, data, insights, security and infrastructure.

- Start with integrated asset teams (including subsurface, wells, production) and then identify the related workflows. Note the cross-functional workflows that involve multiple disciplines and applications
- Identify the users (personas and experiences) associated with the workflows above and carefully think through how they work. At any point in the move, will users need to perform some interim workflow activities on a cloud platform while performing others in their traditional platform? If so, handle that change carefully. Clearly communicate how the interim and final user experiences will be handled
- Understand the applications involved. Determine where local instances may need to transform to a cloud platform and how that change in functionality impacts users. Ensure licensing models are updated and negotiated
- Consider how data types might drive portfolio definitions. For example, different portfolios may be optimal for moving large unstructured petro-technical data sets vs. well logs or real-time production data. Identify the data that must be converted to a different database management system for the move
- Consider how infrastructure requirements differ given the user experiences and data types associated with different portfolios
**Design your move with innovation in mind:**
Cloud adoption opens the door for innovation in leveraging the new platform effectively.

**Pre-move considerations:**
- A comprehensive discovery effort will help identify the current landscape and opportunities-use an assessment and roadmap to lay out the path forward
- Include pre-move steps for application rationalization and minimization and for removal of technical debt
- Plan inclusion of key building blocks for managing and harnessing data:

**Move considerations:**
- Identify interim measures needed to address “in process” moves. For example, will any inputs or outputs be impacted when some workloads are cloud-hosted and others remain onsite waiting to be moved?
- Run pilots (at least two) to iron out processes
- Manage the program through an asset-by-asset or grouped approach

**Post-move considerations:**
- Understand and take advantage of the capabilities and services that cloud platforms offer. Former tasks will be eliminated or dramatically streamlined – the distribution and installation of operating and applications software upgrades, infrastructure provisioning, cumbersome manual data manipulation, and other current activities
- Consider performing data clean-up post-move rather than pre-move. Cloud-based data and analytics toolsets can bring more horsepower to these efforts
- Understand the new behaviors and ways of working that come with cloud adoption and include incentives to encourage user implementation. For example, the virtual desktop infrastructure that replaces traditional local geoscience workstations will require that employees avoid downloading large project files to work locally
A nimble subsurface example

Using these two guiding principles, here is a hypothetical portfolio for a cloud move covering basin modelling, geophysics, geology and reservoir engineering workflows:

### Workflows

**Functional:**

- **BASIN MODELLING** (Stratigraphic Modelling, Source Rock Characterization, Play Fairway Analysis, others)
- **GEOPHYSICS:** (Seismic Processing, Post Stack Conditioning, Structural Interpretation, Depth Conversion, others)
- **GEOLOGY:** Structural Interpretation, Geological Modelling, Mapping, others)
- **PETROPHYSICS:** (Depth Shift Logs, Log Calibration, Fluid Correction, Permeability and Porosity, others)
- **RESERVOIR ENGINEERING:** (Reservoir Simulation, Fluid Analysis, Well Planning, Flow Simulation, others)

**Cross-functional:**

- **EXPLORATION AND APPRAISAL:** (Seismic Interpretation, Mapping, Depth Conversion, Structural Modelling, others)
- **WELL DELIVERY:** (Asset Strategy / Field Depletion Planning, Forecasting / Well Planning, Drilling Completions, others)

### Applications that support:

1. Seismic Processing
2. Geophysical Interpretation
3. Geological Interpretation
4. Petrophysics
5. Geological Modeling
6. Reservoir Simulation
7. Flow Modelling
8. Well Planning

### Data

1. Pre and Post-Stack Seismic Data
2. Well and Wellbore Master Data
3. Directional Surveys
4. Downhole Logs
5. Core Analysis Data
6. Fluid Analysis
7. Subsurface Interpretations
8. Reservoir Models

### Infrastructure and Networks

- Scalable cold, warm and hot storage to cost-effectively manage very large datasets; elastic storage that expands with drilling and contracts with archival
- On-demand scalable infrastructure and parallel processing to support reservoir simulations, modelling, uncertainty analysis and large dataset interpretation
- High quality 2D and 3D visualization for high-end graphical processing via virtual desktop infrastructure
- Digital data security that allows for multi-company access management
- High availability of remote site connectivity
- Quick failover and load balancing capabilities
- Efficient bandwidth for data sharing and transfer across the organization
- Networks with seamless access to real-time data feeds from drilling rigs with minimal or no latency
- Appropriate caching technologies for infrastructure and network-related bottlenecks

### Business outcomes

- Cycle-time reduction
- Better risk assessment and mitigation
- Reduced operating costs
- Silo-busting integration and collaboration
- Immediately accessible and scalable data science for proactive problem identification and rapid remediation
- Improved exploration success

The illustration highlights the importance of maintaining the integrity of user experience and workflows, including cross-functional workflows. Consider this common scenario in unconventional shale drilling. It is underpinned by the power of these cloud capabilities:
After nimbleness, what?

Once a company has taken this step, what is next? Companies will be able to think even bigger. Nimble upstream businesses will be able to add in cloud-native services and applications. Over time, employees’ experiences with their new world will become natural, predictive and conversational. It means the wealth of knowledge living in the organization will begin to be curated, virtualized and contextualized.

The integration of data stores and organizations will enable new insight that was previously unachievable. Companies will be able to harness a diversity of perspectives and move closer to the ‘one team’ concept that many have tried to embrace in the industry. For example, the drilling and fracking of a complicated unconventional stacked pay formation would yield improved results if subsurface scientists, drilling engineers and completion engineers could collaborate perfectly while rapidly accessing all available optimally conditioned data.

Data processing, data volumes and diversity of data types will no longer be limited by cumbersome application boundaries and availability challenges. All organizations and technical functions would be able to mine all data related to all assets in real time.

Processing power and artificial intelligence for digitizing and interrogating hundreds of thousands of mud log and wireline log scanned images will find every indication of hydrocarbon shows to automatically, rapidly plot the points in a 3D geospatial portal. Key workflows will be data-driven and automated, removing unnecessary inefficiencies and associated risk. For example, in an unconventional asset team, a well factory might be delivering hundreds of wells a year using numerous drilling rigs. An orchestration engine could monitor target disparate systems for the information that a
drilling permit form requires. As soon as data is detected, the form is automatically populated and dispatched to the appropriate regulatory body, without human intervention.

And it all starts with the cloud, that base for continuous transformation.

**Azure capabilities are engineered for oil and gas**

**Data Neutrality**
Field and production data and the algorithms that drive them are business differentiators and could mean losses in the range of billions of dollars if compromised or used for commercial purposes. To address the unique needs for data protection and sharing of the industry, Microsoft has announced a set of principles, and all Azure services are monitored for adherence.

Privacy and data protection are grounded in Microsoft’s commitment to organizations’ ownership of and control over their collection, use, and distribution of information. We strive to be transparent in our privacy practices, offering privacy choices, and responsibly managing the data we store and process. One measure of our commitment to the privacy of customer data is our adoption of the world’s first code of practice for cloud privacy, ISO/IEC 27018.

Azure meets a broad set of international and industry-specific compliance standards, such as General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), ISO 27001, HIPAA, FedRAMP, SOC 1 and SOC 2, as well as country-specific standards, including Australia IRAP, UK G-Cloud, and Singapore MTCS. Rigorous third-party audits, such as those by the British Standards Institute, verify Azure’s adherence to the strict security controls these standards mandate.

**Hybrid Capability**
The nature of evaluation and exploration necessitates massive data and compute on-premise as close as possible to the assets and in the cloud. Azure Stack and Edge capabilities are built for providing a common development and deployment platform for on-premise and cloud as well as tactical datacenters in geo-locked locations.

**Co-Engineering with Strategic Customers and Partners**
Microsoft, in its customer focused strategy, is working closely with many of our strategic customers on influencing and re-engineering our own products and services to meet the industry requirements. Our goal is to enable the specifics and the key requirements that differentiate our customers in leveraging cloud services for their own workflows. For example, some of the key design principles we applied to our newly deployed High Performance Computing offerings, Hb and Hc, were as a direct feedback from our large oil and gas customers. We’ve also worked closely with other customers in re-defining how we offered some of our services like IoT Hub to match the scale and volume expected from Oil & Gas customers and remove any limitations we had in the platform that slowed down our customer’s adoption and innovation. MSFT is committed to continue co-developing, co-innovating and co-engineering our products to match our customer expectations and future requirements as it’s an essential strategy for us to bring digital transformation to the Oil and Gas industry.

**How to move forward**
Wipro and Microsoft have formed a strategic partnership to provide solutions and services for running subsurface workflows on Azure Cloud and Intelligent Edge.

For more information:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/industries/energy/
https://www.wipro.com/oil-and-gas/

Please reach out to your Microsoft or Wipro rep for a discovery workshop.
Wipro’s Energy vertical is recognized in the industry for deep domain depth in oil and gas, for upstream data management and for industry-contextual digital platforms. Upstream practitioners include geophysicists, geologists, petrophysicists, reservoir and production engineers, data management specialists, petrotechnical platforms architects and systems engineers. In 2019, Wipro is proud to be active within the Open Subsurface Data Universe™ Forum. Digital practitioners and domain specialists bring deep skills in cloud adoption and architectures that enable upstream businesses. Authors include Mahendra Ayyalasomayajula and Thothathri Gurunathan - Global Digital Solutions for the Energy Industry; Mark Wiseman, Paul Dejager, Graham Cain, Neil Varty, Utsav Upadhyaya, Avinash Darisa – Upstream Exploration Consulting.

Microsoft’s Energy vertical is empowering strategic customers and partners in the oil and gas industry to achieve more, building platform capabilities and Azure services to deliver the most demanding workloads on the Azure Cloud and Intelligent Edge. Team members include petro physicists, geologists, cloud and software engineers, data scientists and security professionals that engage with customer business representatives to identify use cases and help build cloud-based solutions. Microsoft works with industry working groups such as PPDM, Energistics, OPC Foundation, Open Process Automation Foundation and Open Subsurface Data Universe Forum. Authors include Kadri Umay, Hussein Shel, Oswaldo Villoria – Principal Program Manager, Oil and Gas, Jose Valls – CTO Oil and Gas Industry.
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